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Welcome
Welcome to Tooki !

Legend

F
Radio operation, button press

Tooki by NAV TV is a Bluetooth phone integration system designed
specifically for your phone-ready Mercedes vehicle.

Right, Left, Up, Down Selector buttons
Tooki establishes a wireless Bluetooth link between the Mercedes
COMAND radio and your mobile phone, resulting in the hands-free
operation of your phone.
Loaded with key features such as Phone book synchronization (phone
dependent), Privacy mode, Radio keypad dial / call / hang up, and noisecanceling technology, Tooki allows for a safer driving experience while
keeping the driver connected to his wireless world.

Talk / Hang buttons
Mobile phone operation, such as pairing
Operation not supported by Tooki

Pairing

Pairing

1. Press TEL on COMAND Radio.
2. Normally, the display of an empty signal strength bar indicates no phone
connected.
3. If necessary, dial the special pairing code at bottom of this page.
4. Start the pairing procedure on your mobile phone. Make sure the
Bluetooth feature is turned on. Consult your phone’s manual for phonespecific pairing procedures.
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5. Once your mobile phone discovers Tooki 0000xxxx/xxxx (last 4 digits will
vary), select and pair Tooki.
6. When prompted for a passkey, enter 6888 on your mobile phone.
7. Once pairing is complete, you should see an active signal strength
indicator on the COMAND Radio.
8. You may pair up to 5 different mobile phones. For information on phone
selection, see the CONNECTING section.
9. Note that once a phone is paired, you must allow the Tooki to automatically
connect to it. Initiating the connection from the phone may cause unreliable
operation.
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Note: the following phones require a special code to be dialed from the radio prior to
pairing. Please enter the code that matches your phone, then press
or OK.
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Connecting
If only one phone is paired, Tooki will attempt to connect to this phone as long
as the COMAND radio is active.
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Up to 5 phones may be paired and selected.
If more than one phone is paired, Tooki will attempt to connect to ANY of the
paired phones. Last connected phone has a priority over other paired
phones, but since different phones may have different Bluetooth latencies, it
is hard to predict which phone will be connected if more than one phone is
present within range of Tooki. You may manually connect to a paired phone
following this procedure:
1. Press TEL , Then ( Asterisk)
2. Select the phone you wish to connect using the UP/DOWN Buttons.
3. In this example, 5 devices: a BlackBerry 8320, BlackBerry 8830, Jack,
Mark and NAV-TV are paired,
we are selecting (Sel Blackberry 8320)
4. Press

or OK button on the COMAND radio.

5. Tooki will display Calling Bluetooth Selecting… and will attempt to
connect to the phone selected. Radio will resume normal operation within a
few seconds.
Deleting a paired phone:
1. Highlight (Del Phonename), press

or OK.

2. Tooki will display Calling Bluetooth Deleting… and Radio will resume
normal operation within a few seconds.
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Connecting

A received call will cause the following:
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Receiving Calls

1. Mute the radio and generate a ring tone.
2. Display Call from: (Caller) at the centre of the screen.
3. Display the Caller ID or caller name if the phone supports those
features and phonebook has been transferred.
To answer a call:
1. Press the OK or
button
2. Press OK when on TEL menu.
Call waiting is not supported
By the radio and must be activated
via the Telephone ANSWER button.
To end a call:
1. Press the HANGUP

button.

Instrument Cluster:
1. If your Mercedes vehicle has been phone prepped then the instrument
cluster will display the caller ID and call status. To learn more about
instrument cluster and steering wheel controls please refer the
Additional controls section of this manual.

Receiving Calls

To place a call:
1. Press TEL, then dial a number on the COMAND Keypad
2. To correct digit(s), Press Delete
3. Press

or OK

COMAND displays Calling...
Then Call connected.

Pressing

at any time redial the last number.

Notes:
1. MISSED, RECEIVED CALLS Are not implemented.
2. The Dialed# Option will only contain the last dialled number.
3. Pressing

twice will redial the last number.

Most phones will allow you to dial, answer and end calls via
the phone buttons
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Placing Calls
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Placing Calls

Privacy Mode / Phone Control
Privacy Mode:
It is often convenient to switch between hands-free operation
and normal phone use.
Tooki allows for a quick Privacy Mode:
During a phone call, Select Mic Off. Audio would no longer be heard
via the vehicle speakers and the phone can now be used as usual.
To switch back to Hands-Free mode:
Press Mic Off again.
NOTE: MIC OFF does not mute the microphone !
Phone Control:
While your mobile phone is connected to Tooki, it is still possible to use all
of it’s features. Please keep safety in mind and do not operate your
mobile phone while driving the vehicle.
Please note that if a call is in progress while shutting the vehicle off,
the Bluetooth connection will keep your radio system up and running
until the call is terminated or you walk away from vehicle and loose
Bluetooth reception. This is a normal feature of the radio and not a
malfunction.

Privacy Mode / Phone Control

Phonebook / Contacts
NOTE: The Phonebook feature is not supported by all phones.
Please refer to www.nav.tv for an up-to-date phone compatibility list
and software updates.
NOTE: Phonebooks that have a large number of contacts can take quite a long time to
synchronise, please be patient. During Phonebook synchronization, attempts to pair or
delete a phone will not operate reliably, and the Phonebook screen may display “(Please
pair)” instead of the phone’s name(s).

1. Press TEL, Then press the button next to the Phonebook icon.
2. Press the Right / Left buttons to select the first letter of the contact
name. Alternatively, you may access a letter directly by pressing a
number corresponding to the letter it represents in a similar fashion to
composing an SMS, for example, pressing “7” three times will bring up
the letter “R”.
3. Press the Up / Down buttons to navigate within the selected first
Character alphabetically. The corresponding number appears on the
bottom information bar.
4. Press

or OK to place the call.

NOTE: Pressing the ABC / 123 key will toggle the display from name list to number list. A
matching number / name appears on the bottom information bar.

NOTE: The Phonebook can not be modified via the radio, as it is
stored in your phone.

Phonebook / Contacts

Additional Controls
IMPORTANT NOTE
Nearley all Mercedes vehicles have steering wheel controls capable
of phone control and have an instument cluster capable of displaying
various phone information
However, some vehicles may not have these features active and
may need to be coded (activated) by a Mercedes dealer or via a
STAR DIAGNOSE SDS system.
Please ask your dealer to activate the phone features on your
steering wheel and instument cluster by performing SCN on both the
COMBI and CGW
TALK - Press to answer a call, dial a number, press twice to redial
HANG - Press to end call
UP - Press to scroll up through the phonebook
DOWN - Press to scroll down through the phonebook
NEXT PAGE / PREVIOUS PAGE - Use to select the Telephone Menu.
Press repeatedly until TEL is displayed in the instrument cluster.

The instrument cluster displays various information including phonebook,
number dialled, name, incoming call and caller ID

Additional Controls

Support

Support

Your TOOKIMB can be updated by the user via a bluetoothenabled laptop
Latest software updates & installation instructions are available
at www.nav.tv. By selecting your Mercedes Model then the
TOOKIMB picture, all you require will be available to you under
the technical tab.

If you are in need of any further assistance
please do not hesitate to contact us

NAV TV
Unit R4, Capital Business Park
Wentloog, Cardiff CF3 2PU
Tel: 0044 (0) 870 801 0440 Fax: 0044 (0) 870 810 0441
sales@nav.tv
www.nav.tv

